Penalty table

1st of Annex

If One collects 200 penalty points during the current academic year he/she must move out of the dormitory in 8 days!

Caused problem

Penalty points

Compensation fee

Lost entrance magnetic card

0

3000 HUF

2.

Lost room key

0

2000 HUF

3.

Lost kitchen-wardrobe key

0

2000 HUF

4.

Using bed, pillow and quilt without covers
(bedsheets)

50

5.

Loudness in- or outside dormitory

50
50

6.

Rearranging the furniture in your
room/bringing in other furniture without a
permit

7.

Inappropriate collection and storage of
hazardous waste

50

Failing to clean the common kitchen after use

50

9.

Failing to cooperate with one's roommate,
staff of Dormitory

50

10.

Using electric device which makes noise
higher than 50 dB

50
50

11.

Taking rubbish from the room to the garbage
container in the common kitchen

12.

Littering on the area of the Dirmitory (inside
and outside)

50

13.

Using of the opposite sex toilets

50

14.

Putting out rubbish, shoes and other things to
the corridor

50

15.

Changing room without a permit

100

1.

8.

Comment
Must be reported immediately to avoid
imposition!

Request for permission can be obtained
from Student Coordinator

16.

Moving in/out without a permit

100

17.

Having a guest without a permit

100

18.

Commercial mongering
Inappropriate, disrespectful behavior against
Dormitory Staff (Student Coordinator, Level
Responsible, Student Coach, Receptionist,
Maintenance Personnel, cleaning
Personnel...)
Taking away equipment (baking tray) or
furniture (chair) from common places

100

19.
20.

Failing to take your rubbish and empty bottles
to the rubbish room concering the room

100

100

Compensation for the
damage(s)

100

Compensation and
disciplinary proceedings
+ paying for the
damage (cleaning fee, if
necessary: charge for
pest control)

21.

Dirty or untidy room

1st occasion: 50
2nd occasion: 75
3rd occasion: 100

22.
23.

24.
25.

Failing to keep the consistency of rooms
(wall, door, fixtures)
Construction works in the room (altering
works such as installing wash basin sink,
shower sink)
Key cutting

27.

Smoking or any actions similar to it (e.g.
hookah-shisha) in the room or in the common
places
Covering and dilapidation of fire-alarms and
intentional launch of fire alarms

28.

Unintentional launch of fire alarms

29.

Consumption, possession and distribution of
drugs

26.

Putting one's name on the waiting list

100

5000 HUF
compensation fee for
5000 HUF compensation fee for cleaning
cleaning + paying for
on the day of room-check before moving
the damage (if
out
necessary: charge for
pest control)
total compensation for
the damage(s)
Construction works are allowed to be
done only by the Maintenance Team

100
100
150

Paying for the damage
(restoration/paintwork
fee)

200

15000 HUF
5000 HUF

200

Termination with immediate effect +
official denunciation

30.

Possession of firearms or devices extremely
dangerous for public safety

31.

Illegal living in the dormitory

Failing to report the termination of student
status
32.

34.

If another person uses your entrance
magnetic card or room key
Discarding anything from the window
(smoking material, bottle, box,…)

35.

Having a pet in one's room

33.

36.
37.
38.

39.
40.

Gambling

Aggressive behavior, fighting

Termination with immediate effect +
official denunciation

200
200 for the Host

Official denunciation

Moving out whithin
8 days, along with
paying the hostel
fee for the entire
month
disciplinary
proceedings
100
100
disciplinary
proceedings
disciplinary
proceedings

Use of pyrotechnics inside the building

disciplinary
proceedings

Damage to the Dormitory reputation, creating
bad reputation on social media

disciplinary
proceedings

Intentional dilapidation

disciplinary
proceedings

total compensation for
the damage(s)

Taking into consideration all the relevant information connected to the case, decision made by the Director of the Hostel may differ
from the chart.

